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Preface and Acknowledgments
of scholarship generated on the theme of immigration and state sovereignty during the past decade, it has long been and remains my considered opinion that more needs to be said. For example, whatever their individual strengths, none of the critiques of the declining sovereignty thesis have considered its failings on every important front. Perhaps as a result, a central assumption of the thesis -that is, contemporary Western European states are overburdened with unwanted immigration -continues to be uncritically diffused, including within the writing of some scholars who are suspicious of its veracity and/or universality. Moreover, for every incisive critique of the declining sovereignty thesis advanced, with most of which I largely agree, new problems of interpretation and subtle errors of logic and/or fact have stubbornly and unfortunately crept in. Against this backdrop, one purpose of this book is to scrutinize the declining sovereignty thesis more comprehensively than hitherto has been attempted. Like most intellectual products, this study has benefited from the assistance, generosity, and inspirational example of numerous people. On this last score, Jim Hollifield, Gary Freeman, and Marty Schain stand out both for their enormous influence on the field of immigration studies and, more personally, for the profound impact each has had on my own thinking. As even the casual reader can see, their considerable body of work is liberally cited and, more often than not, celebrated throughout this book. Personal thanks goes to each for his incisive criticisms of my work, professional support, and general intellectual guidance over the years.
As the readers of this study will also quickly discern, this book also owes an enormous intellectual debt to the dozens of American and European scholars, several of whom are personal friends, whose scholarship has literally transformed the field of immigration studies since my 1996 World Politics essay was published. Although they are too numerous to cite within these few pages, I nevertheless wish to recognize Andrew Geddes, Randall Hansen, Christian Joppke, Virginie Guiraudon, Gallya Lahav, Shamit Saggar, and Eiko Thielemann for the invaluable efforts each has made in pushing the boundaries of what we know about the general phenomenon of immigration. I have had the pleasure of sitting alongside and/or observing most of them on numerous conference panels and, occasionally, in more intimate professional settings. They have taught me much, and undoubtedly much more than I am aware of. Indeed, the deep stream of contemporary immigration studies would not be as rich or diverse were it not for their individual and collective contributions. After a brief period when immigration studies hit a dry patch, they infused it with new intellectual energy and insight.
I wish to extend more targeted thanks to the agencies that facilitated the research that ultimately culminated in this book. A summer faculty research award from the Nanovic Institute of European Studies at the University of Notre Dame, a small project grant from Notre Dame's Helen Kellogg Institute of International Studies, and the generous aid and sage advice of Bill
